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Motto; The Gaussian copula had „killed Wall Street‟ and „devastated the global economy‟.      
Felix Salmon, Recipe for Disaster: The Formula That Killed Wall Street, WIRED, 2009  
   
 
Abstract The copula function offers new opportunities for advanced engineering design and can model 

correlated structures between random variables in reliability; in other words the dependence can 
describe time varying and nonlinear features of statistical links of marginal distributions. The 
paper proposes the study of reliability block diagrams by the analysis of the bridge model with 
links like serial-parallel, parallel-serial, based on total probability formula. The proposed 
reliability model built by copula functions is a new possible variant for statistical approach in the 
quality practice. 
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1. Introduction 

Reliability is an important and challenging subject, which involves the disciplines of 
science and engineering. Researchers in both these fields have been working on reliability 
problems for several decades, to summarize various ageing and dependence concepts of the 
lifetimes that have been widely studied in the field of reliability [9].  

The study of the system's reliability considers usually the components as independent, 
particularly in the case of reliability block diagrams. 
In reality there are the mathematical usages “dependent variable” and “independent 
variable”.These have been extremely effective in producing confusion when dealing with 
data. An event is dependent when the probability of its happening is altered by the happening 
of some other.  

The dependence function enables the study of interdependences of different 
characteristics in the reliability engineering too, which includes link between components, 
materials, environment, etc. The probability of failure of a structural component with given 
marginal distributions and correlation coefficient of two variables cannot be determined 
uniquely. 

A possibility to describe the implicit and explicit dependencies between random 
variables is the concept of copula (the name comes from the Latin for "link" or "tie", similar 
but unrelated to grammatical copulas in linguistics).  
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Copulas are popular in the high-dimensional statistical applications as they allow 
easily modelling and estimating the distribution of random vectors by estimating marginals 
and copulae separately. The concept of „„copulae,‟‟ is a tool for understanding relationships 
among multivariate outcomes. A copula is a function that links univariate marginals to their 
full multivariate distribution. Copulas were introduced in 1959 in the context of probabilistic 
metric spaces [3].  
In this paper, the goal is limited to the dependence functions (copulae) that are relevant to 
reliability analysis and particularly for the block diagrams. 

Copula is a device that fully quantifies the dependence among random variables.The 
multivariate normal distribution has been studied since the 19th century. The normal 
(Gaussian) copula has even come to the attention of the general public due to its use in the 
valuation of structured products and the decline of these products during the financial crisis of 
2007 and 2008 [6]. 
The Gaussian copula C of bivariate normal distribution with linear correlation coefficient R is: 

             (1)                    
where  is the joint distribution function  of the bivariate standard normal distribution 
function and denotes the inverse of the distribution function of the univariate standard 
normal distribution [5]. In the bivariate case the copula expression can be written as [2]: 
 

         (2) 

 
2. Copula models and software  
There are many parametric copulae families available, which usually have parameters that 
control the strength of dependence [3, 10].  
Even the simplest computer aided processing data for reliability models becomes difficult 
without specialized applications. An extended presentation of the statistical software was 
presented in [8]. More accessible software solutions are suggested in [7]; such a solution for 
the calculus of the bivariate standard normal distribution is illustrated in fig.1a and b. 
 

  
Fig.1a The Bathtub Curve    Fig.1b A  Polynomial hazard-rate function: 
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A possible illustration of the numerical results herein above is presented in fig. 2a for 
the cloud of experimental data and in fig.2b for the bivariate normal function. 
  

 
 

Fig.2a  3D scatterplot of C3 vs C2 and C1          Fig.2b Response surface plot of C3 vs C2 and C1 
 
3. Case study 

A structure is considered complex, when the reliability block diagram either cannot be 
reduced to a series-parallel structure with independent elements or does not exists. For 
instance, a reliability block diagram does not exists if more than two states (good/failed) or 
one failure mode (e.g. short/open) must be considered for an element of the system. 

Moreover, the reduction of a reliability block diagram to a series-parallel structure 
with independent elements is in general not possible with distributed structures or when 
elements appear in the diagram more than once [1]. 

As an example it was investigated a few different (classical) reliability block diagrams 
[9] with dependences and copulae functions (Fig.3a, 3b, 3s). The working variant used fix 
values for the time t. Standard notations are: P= Probability; R=Reliability; F=Failure 
function (Cumulative distribution function); C=Copula.   
 
Parallel-serial system (fig.3a) 
R1;2(t)=1-F1;2(t)=1- P1;2(T1≤t  T2≤t)=1-P(T1≤t)-P(T2≤t)+P1;2(T1≤t  T2≤t)= 
=1- F1(t)- F2(t)+C(F1(t),F2(t))         (3) 
R3;4(t)= 1- F3(t)- F4(t)+C(F3(t),F4(t))        (4) 
Ra(t)=1-(1-R1;2(t)) *(1-R3;4(t))=1-(F1(t)+F2(t)-C(F1(t),F2(t)))*(F3(t)+F4(t)-C(F3(t),F4(t)))     (5) 
 
Serial-parallel system(fig.3b) 
Rb(t)= R1;3(t)* R2;4(t)= (1- F1;3(t))*(1- F2;4(t))=(1-P(T1≤t T3≤t) (T2≤t T4≤t))= 
=1- C(F1(t),F3(t))- C(F2(t),F4(t))+ C(F1(t),F3(t),F2(t),F4(t))     (6) 
 
Bridge network(fig.3s) 
Rs(t)=R5(t)( 1- C(F1(t),F3(t))- C(F2(t),F4(t))+ C(F1(t),F3(t),F2(t),F4(t)))+ 
(1- R5(t))( 1-(F1(t)+F2(t)-C(F1(t),F2(t)))*(F3(t)+F4(t)-C(F3(t),F4(t))))    (7) 
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Fig.3a Diagram of parallel-serial Fig.3b Diagram of serial-parallel Fig.3s The five unit bridge network 
system        system  
 
4. Conclusions 

Copulae have been applied to construct bivariate cumulative distributions for the 
reliability analysis. The joint probability distribution of multiple random variables with given 
marginal distributions and correlation coefficients were achieved using copulae. The effect of 
copulae on reliability for modelling dependence structures between variables with the joint 
probability distribution of multiple variables is developed considering practical reliability 
structures. The copula approach embraces the reliability methods that use for example the 
Nataf transformation.  

The paper investigated a few different reliability block diagrams using dependences 
and copulae functions. It was detailed the bridge network reliability: serial-parallel and 
parallel-serial systems were first analysed and finally the proposed case.  
The efficient application of specialized statistical software was illustrated for the calculus of 
the bivariate standard normal distribution and the plot of the cloud of experimental data and 
for the bivariate normal function.  
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